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The present work represents a first attempt to perform computations of output intensity distributions for
different parametric holographic scattering patterns. Based on the model for parametric four-wave mixing
processes in photorefractive crystals and taking into account realistic material properties, we present computed
images of selected scattering patterns. We compare these calculated light distributions to the corresponding
experimental observations. Our analysis is especially devoted to dark scattering patterns as they make high
demands on the underlying model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Holographic scattering in electro-optic crystals originates
from light-induced refractive index changesf1g. Incident
light wavesspump wavesd and waves scattered from volume
or surface imperfections of the crystalsseed scatteringd
record “noisy” volume phase gratings. Subsequently, the ini-
tial scattering waves may be amplified or attenuated by the
pump waves due to direct coupling of two waves via a
shifted gratingf2g or because of parametric mixingf3,4g of
more than two waves via several gratings. A special class of
holographic scattering processes is based on parametric four-
wave mixing, where two pump waves and two scattering
waves are involved. A comprehensive theory to describe
these parametric processes in photorefractive media has been
developed by Sturmanet al. f5g. Many parametric holo-
graphic scattering processes have been investigated by study-
ing exponential gain factors for the initial scattering light.
The modelf5g, however, provides the opportunity for a de-
tailed theoretical investigation of scattering light intensities.
This is especially interesting for parametric processes which
are not dominated by strong exponential amplification—e.g.,
weak and dark scattering patterns.

Based on the model off5g, it is the aim of the present
work to calculate and visualize the intensity distribution of
parametric scattering patterns. Numerical simulations have
previously been performed for the propagation of a light
beamsincluding beam fanningd in a photorefractive medium
f6,7g. We devote our computations to the parametric four-
wave mixing processes which are responsible for the recently
observed dark scattering patterns in photorefractive
strontium-barium-niobatesSBNd f8g and barium-calcium-
titante sBCTd f9g crystals. The computed scattered light im-
ages are compared qualitatively to photographs of the corre-
sponding experimental observations. Additionally, we give a
theoretical explanation of the process which forms the so-
called inner scattering conesringd in lithium-niobate
sLiNbO3d. This scattering cone has been discovered in ex-
periments with only one pump beam for different materials

f10–12g. In the case of LiNbO3:Fe f11g the observation of a
dark ring on the bright scattering background has been re-
ported, but not explained so far.

II. SETUP OF PARAMETRIC HOLOGRAPHIC
SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

The experimental configuration used for the investigation
of parametric scattering processes is illustrated in Fig. 1. Ad-
ditionally, the figure shows a photograph of a typical light
distribution on a screen behind a BCT crystal. The sample is
illuminated symmetrically by two laser/pump beamsshere of
extraordinary polarizationd with the wavelengthl. They in-
tersect at an angle of 2up sin aird in the plane of incidence
which in this configuration is perpendicular to thec axis of
the crystal. A polarization filmsanalyzerd behind the sample
may be used to adjust the intensity ratio of the isotropically
diffracted light spolarization conservedd and the anisotropi-
cally diffracted lightspolarization changedd.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

For the computation of the intensities of parametric four-
wave mixing processes in photorefractive crystals, we
strictly follow the theoretical description introduced inf5g.
Parametric scattering processes are fundamentally divided
into A and B processes, which are observed as rings and
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental arrangement used for the

investigation of parametric holographic scattering patterns.
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lines, respectively, on a screen behind the crystalssee Fig. 1d.
The waves involved in anA process fulfill the phase-
matching condition

ka
p + kb

q = kg
r + kd

s, s1ad

while B processes are connected to the phase-matching con-
dition

ka
p − kb

q = kg
r − kd

s. s1bd

Here ka and kb are the wave vectors of the pump wavesa
andb, while kg andkd are the wave vectors of the scattering
waves g and d. The superscriptsp,q,r ,sP ho,ej entering
Eqs.s1ad ands1bd denote the polarizationsordinary, extraor-
dinaryd of the four involved waves. In uniaxial crystals this
leads to 19 elementary scattering processes which are written
in the compact notationT : spq−rsd with TP hA ,Bj as the
process type. The grating vectors involved in anA and B
process are defined as shown in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd, respec-
tively. For anA process they are given by

Ks = kg − kd ; ka − kd,

Kp = kg − ka ; kb − kd, s2ad

and for aB process by

Ks = kg − kd ; kd − ka,

K f = ka − kb ; kd − kg,

Kp = kg − ka,

Kd = kd − kb. s2bd

The phase-matching conditionss1ad and s1bd determine
the angular distribution of the scattering patterns. This distri-
bution depends on the wavelengthl and the refractive indi-
ces for ordinary and extraordinary polarizationno and ne.
Furthermore, each parametric scattering pattern has a char-
acteristic dependence of the apex angleu on the pump angle
up ssee Fig. 1d which allows us to identify the scattering
pattern with a certain four-wave mixing process.

For the computation of the steady-state intensities of scat-
tering patterns it is necessary to study the coupling of the
four involved wavesa, b, g, and d. We represent these
waves in the form

E = Aeexphisk · r − vtdj with A = Ā exphiFj. s3d

Here e is the unit polarization vector andA is the complex

amplitude composed of the absolute valueĀ and the phase
F. Furthermore,k is the wave vector andv the frequency of
the wave. The interaction of light waves in photorefractive
media can be described by the coupled-wave equationssin
the one-dimensional cased

S]/]y

]/]y
DSAg

Ad
* D = SVgg Vgd

Vdg Vdd
DSAg

Ad
* D s4ad

for an A process and

S]/]y

]/]y
DSAg

Ad
D = SUgg Ugd

Udg Udd
DSAg

Ad
D s4bd

for an B process. HereAg andAd are thescomplexd ampli-
tudes of the scattering wavesg and d. The asterisk denotes
complex conjugation. Within the undepleted pump approxi-
mation the amplitudesAa andAb of the pump wavesa andb
are considered constant with respect to the operator for spa-
tial differentiation] /]y. Finally, Vjk andUjk are the elements
of the interaction matrix for anA and B process, which
describe the coupling of the four involved waves as ex-
plained later. Neglecting angular detunings, the system of
equationss4bd for the B process has the explicit solution

Ag = FAg
0

2
S1 +

Ugg − Udd

G+ − G−
D +

Ad
0Ugd

G+ − G−
GexpsG+yd

+ FAg
0

2
S1 −

Ugg − Udd

G+ − G−
D +

Ad
0Ugd

G+ − G−
GexpsG−yd, s5d

Ad = FAd
0

2
S1 +

Udd − Ugg

G+ − G−
D +

Ag
0Udg

G+ − G−
GexpsG+yd

+ FAd
0

2
S1 −

Udd − Ugg

G+ − G−
D −

Ag
0Udg

G+ − G−
GexpsG−yd. s6d

The solution for theA process can be obtained easily by the
substitutionU→V andAd→Ad

* . HereAg,d
0 are the initial am-

plitudes of the scattering wavesg andd at the input crystal
plane sy=0d. Furthermore,G+ and G− are the characteristic
complex gain coefficients

G± =
1

2
fVgg + Vdd ± ÎsVgg − Vddd2 + 4VgdVdgg, s7ad

G± =
1

2
fUgg + Udd ± ÎsUgg − Uddd2 + 4UgdUdgg, s7bd

for A andB processes, respectively. In order to calculate the
intensitiesIg,d= uAg,du2 at the back face of the crystalsy=dd,
we have to find expressions for the elements of the interac-

tion matricesV̂ and Û. According tof5g they are defined as

Vgg = − ikfIakg,aur̂ uplkpuÊug,al + Ibkg,bur̂ uslksuÊug,blg,

Vdd = ikfIaka,dur̂ uslksuÊua,dl + Ibkb,dur̂ uplkpuÊub,dlg,

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of the grating vectors involved in
an A processsad andB processsbd. The positionsa, b, g, andd
mark the tips of the corresponding wave vectors.
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Vgd = − ikfkg,bur̂ uslksuÊua,dl + ka,gur̂ uplkpuÊub,dlgAaAb,

Vdg = ikfkb,dur̂ uplkpuÊug,al + ka,dur̂ uslksuÊug,blgAa
* Ab

* ,

s8ad

for an A process, and

Ugg = − ikfIakg,aur̂ uplkpuÊug,al + Ibkg,bur̂ uslksuÊug,blg,

Udd = − ikfIakd,aur̂ uslksuÊud,al + Ibkd,bur̂ udlkduÊud,blg,

Ugd = − ikfkg,bur̂ uslksuÊud,al + kd,gur̂ uflkf uÊua,bl*gAa
* Ab,

Udg = − ikfkd,aur̂ uslksuÊug,bl + kd,gur̂ uflkf uÊua,blgAaAb
* ,

s8bd

for a B process, withk=pn3/l and Ia,b= uAa,bu2. The vari-
ablesp, s, d, and f indicate the involved gratingss2ad and
s2bd. Each matrix element of Eqs.s8ad ands8bd is composed

of products of two fundamental quantities: theÊ factor and
the r̂ factor. These two terms allow us to resolve the full
parametric scattering process into single recording and read-
out processes, respectively. Ther̂ factor is a measure for the
efficiency of a single diffraction/readout process for a pair of
wavesm andr coupled via a recorded gratingn:

km,rur̂ unl = ei
mej

rr ijknk, s9d

with em ander as the unit polarization vectors of the coupled
wavesm andr, r ijk as the elements of the linear electro-optic
tensor, andn=Kn / uKnu as the involved unit grating vector.
Each r̂ factor entering Eqs.s8ad and s8bd is combined with

the Ê factor which includes the properties related to the re-
cording mechanism of the corresponding grating/space-
charge field. For our computation of the intensities of para-
metric four-wave mixing processes in photorefractive
crystals, we substantially apply the isotropic model off5g
which includes the assumption that thesspecificd photocon-
ductivity ax, the dielectric permittivity«, and the light ab-
sorptiona are scalar parameters. We take into account space-
charge-field-limiting effects resulting from a finite effective
trap densityNeff. In our computations we want to focus on
the elementary parametric scattering processes without an

external electric field. Then theÊ factor for a gratingn re-
corded by the wavesm andr is given by the relation

knuÊum,rl = −
sis̄ED

n Ds
ndsem ·erd + saxd−1knub̂um,rl

I0s1 − iVntdd
.

s10d

HereED
n =KnkBT/e is the diffusion field ands̄ the electron-

hole competition factor, which is 1 for pure electron and −1
for pure hole transport. The quantityDs

n=s1+Kn
2rd

2d−1 con-
tains the effect of spatial screening withrd
=s««0kBT/eNeffd1/2 as the Debye screening length,T as the
temperature, andkB as the Boltzmann constant. The aniso-
tropy of the dielectric tensor may be included additionally by

interpreting« as the effective value«=n«̂n in the direction
of the sunitd grating vectorn. The quantityI0= Ia+ Ib is the
overall intensity,td is the dielectric relaxation time, andVn

=vm−vr is the frequency detuning of the recording wavesm

andr. The photovoltaic charge transport is included in theb̂
factor:

knub̂um,rl = bimnniem
men

r. s11d

Here bimn are the elements of thescomplexd photovoltaic
tensor which may be represented in the formb=bs+ iba with
real numbersbs andba.

The structure of the interaction matricess8ad and s8bd
allows us to investigate the involved energy transfer mecha-
nisms individually. The diagonal elementsVgg, Vdd, andUgg,
Udd describe the contribution of direct two-wave mixing
s2WMd to the energy transfer, irrespective of the phase-
matching conditionss1ad ands1bd. Here the scattering waves
are coupled with the pump waves via gratings recorded by
the coupled waves themselves. As a consequence these diag-
onal elements are responsible for the wide-angle scattering
background. The nondiagonal elementsVgd, Vdg and Ugd,
Udg describe the contribution of true four-wave mixing
s4WMd, which in this model can be nonzero only in the case
of exact phase matching. Here a pair of waves are coupled
via a grating recorded by a different pair of waves. In con-
trast to the scattering background, the intensity of parametric
scattering patterns stems from both the 2WM and 4WM
parts.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

A. Coordinates

The wave vectors of the pump and scattering waves are
described in spherical coordinatesu andf:

ka = k0na1sinup

cosup

0
2 , s12d

kb = k0nb1− sinup

cosup

0
2 , s13d

kg = k0ng1sinug cosfg

cosug

sinug sinfg
2 , s14d

kd = k0nd1sinud cosfd

cosud

sinud sinfd
2 . s15d

Herek0=2p /l with l as thesvacuumd wavelength. Further-
more,u is the polar anglesfrom the y axisd and f the azi-
muth anglesin the xz planed. The meaning ofu and f is
illustrated in Fig. 3.

The quantitiesna, nb, ng, andnd are the refractive indices
of the corresponding waves. For the investigation of intensi-
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ties, we may considerne as constant with respect to the azi-
muth anglef. In the case of exact phase matching, the
spherical coordinatesu andf allow us to describe the posi-
tion of parametric scattering patterns in three-dimensional
space. For the special point atfg,d=0° sxy planed, the corre-
sponding apex anglesug,d can be calculated for all 19 el-
ementary scattering processes in uniaxial crystals by the re-
lations given inf5g. The position in the three-dimensional
space can be obtained by substituting the wave vectors
s12d–s15d into the phase-matching conditionss1ad and s1bd.
For each type of process, this yields three equationssdue to
three spatial dimensionsd in the four variablesfg ,ug and
fd ,ud. Additional parameters are the pump angleup shere
inside the crystald, the refractive indicesscorresponding to
the polarizationsd, and the wavelengthl, which can be cho-
sen according to a certain material and experimental configu-
ration. In contrast, the azimuth anglefg of the scattering
waveg can be regarded as a free parameter ranging from 0°
to 360°. To each value offg the phase-matching condition
determines the corresponding apex angleug as well as the
anglesfg and fd of the scattering waved. This also deter-
mines the involved grating vectors which are required to
calculate the elements of the interaction matricess8ad and
s8bd. Finally, we transform the spherical coordinatesu andf
inside the sample into Cartesian coordinatesx and z in air
which correspond to the position of the waves on the screen
behind the crystal. Here we have to take into account the
distance between the crystal and screen and Snellius’ law due
to refraction on the back face of the crystal.

The polarization vectors entering ther̂, Ê, and b̂ factors
s9d–s11d are approximated by

eo = 11

0

0
2, ee = 10

0

1
2 , s16d

for ordinary and extraordinary polarized light, respectively.

B. Initial scattering waves: Amplitudes and phases

The steady-state amplitudess5d and s6d of the scattering
wavesg andd depend on thescomplexd initial amplitudes of

all four involved waves, which contain information about the

absolute valuesĀa
0, Āb

0, Āg
0, andĀd

0 of the amplitudes and the
initial phasesFa

0, Fb
0, Fg

0, andFd
0.

The absolute values can be extracted from the correspond-
ing intensities by the relationI = uAu2. The intensitiesIa andIb

of the two pump beams are parameters known from the ex-
periment. The intensities of the initial scattering waves, how-
ever, depend on many crystal properties. The mechanism
which forms the seed scattering distributionI0sx,zd is com-
plex and not yet fully understood. For our calculations we
assume that, in general, each pump beamr induces a radial-
symmetric seed scattering intensity distributionIr

0sx,zd
→ Ir

0sqd. Here the intensity of the seed scattering waves only
depends on the angleqout smeasured outside the crystal in
radd they form with the corresponding pump wave:

Ir
0sqoutd = Imax

i exph− qout/mj + Imax
a exph− qout/mj. s17d

The quantityImax
i is the maximum intensity of the isotropic

initial scattering forqout→0° andImax
a the corresponding an-

isotropic contribution. The expressionImax
i exph−qout/mj en-

tering Eq. s17d is an approximation to the results for the
angular distribution of the isotropic seed scattering along the
c axis determined for SBN:Cef13g. The parameters of our
approximation arem=0.22 andImax

i which is approximately
4.4310−5 times the intensity of the corresponding pump
beam. The anisotropic part of the initial scattering is assumed
to be one order of magnitude lower than the isotropic part
sImax

a / Imax
i <0.1d. Finally, the overall initial scattering distri-

bution I0sqd used in our calculations is a superposition of the
two radial-symmetric distributionss17d, one for each pump
beam. The seed scattering approximation presented in this
section is used for all crystals included in the present work.
We do not take into account further crystal-specific influ-
ences as they differ even for samples of the same material.

The initial phasesFa
0, Fb

0, Fg
0, andFd

0 of the waves also
effect the steady-state amplitudess5d and s6d implicitly via
the preexponential factors, while, in contrast, the exponential
gain factors are independent of the initial phases. As a result,
the intensity of the scattering waves is modulated by a char-
acteristic functionP composed of the four initial phasesFa

0,
Fb

0, Fg
0, andFd

0. This feature has not yet been investigated
experimentally; therefore, we do not study this dependence
in the context of the present work. In our calculations we
chose exemplary values for the initial phases, which corre-
spond to the maximum ofP soptimal case yielding highest
output intensitiesd. These values may change for different
scattering processes.

C. Frequency detunings

Frequency detunings due to temporal fluctuations of the
pump intensity and space-charge field also have an effect on

the scattering amplitudes via theÊ factor s10d. For our com-
putations it is necessary to know the frequencies of all four
involved waves. If we assume equal frequencies of the pump
wavessva=vbd, then we can describe the frequency shift of
an arbitrary scattering wavem by Vm=vm−va. Generally,
we have to assume that the frequency shifts differ both in

FIG. 3. Illustration of the spherical coordinatesu andf to de-
scribe the orientation of the wave vectork.
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absolute value and in the sign. For the scattering wavesg
and d involved in a parametric process, however, the fre-
quency detunings are restricted according to the relations

va + vb = vg + vd, s18ad

va − vb = vg − vd, s18bd

for A and B processes, respectively. According to our as-
sumptionva=vb, Eqs.s18ad ands18bd lead to the following
conditions for the frequency shifts of the scattering waves:
Vg=−Vd for anA process andVg=Vd for a B process. As a
consequence we can express the frequenciesvg and vd of
the scattering waves in the form

vg = va ± V, vd = va 7 V, s19ad

vg = va ± V, vd = va ± V, s19bd

for A andB processes, respectively. HereV is a parameter
introduced to describe the absolute value of a frequency shift
assumed for a certain process. As indicated by the “6” sign,
we have two independent pairssvg ,vdd and sṽg ,ṽdd of de-
tuned frequencies for each process. In the framework of our
computations of parametric holographic scattering processes,
we present only results for the pair which leads to the highest
output intensities of the scattering waves.

D. Experimental and material-specific parameters

Computations of the intensities of parametric four-wave
mixing processes are performed with the following experi-
mental constants: We use pump light of the wavelength
l=532 nm which corresponds to the experiments off8,9g.
The intensities of the pump beams are set to beIa= Ib

=300 mW cm−2. Furthermore, the temperature entering the
diffusion field is set toT=300 K sroom temperatured. We do
not include external electric fields. The material-specific pa-
rameters and properties required for our calculations are
listed in Tables I–III. In detail, Tables I and II correspond to
the materials SBN:Cr and BCT:Rh, respectively, as used in
the experiments off8,9g. For these materials we do not take
into account the photovoltaic effect. Table III shows typical
values of a highly doped LiNbO3:Fe crystal. We want to
note that the numbers listed in Tables I–III are considered to
be an example of realistic initial parameters for the corre-
sponding materials. We do not want to discuss the suitability
and accuracy of the properties in the present work.

V. INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of our computations
of selected parametric scattering patterns. The calculated in-
tensities will be presented in the form of a computed image
of the screen, rendered in a size of 4003400 pixels. Each
pixel contains the intensity of the ordinary and extraordinary
light sstored separatelyd. First the image is initialized with
the seed scattering distribution as defined in Sec. IV B. In a
second step we calculate the wide-angle polarization isotro-
pic and anisotropic scattering background for the full size of
the image, irrespective of any phase-matching condition. In

this context, only the 2WM contributions are involved. The
intensity of the pixels which are located on the scattering
pattern will be calculated by taking into account both the
2WM and 4WM contributions—e.g., the diagonal and non-
diagonal elements of the interaction matrices. Additionally to
the computed image, we present the intensity of the scatter-
ing wave along a particular pattern in a two-dimensional plot
of the intensity versus the azimuth anglef sas introduced in
Sec. IV Ad.

A. ProcessA : „ee-ee…

For the computation of the output intensities of the pro-
cessA : see-eed in SBN:Cr we use a pump anglesin aird of
up=31° which corresponds to the experiment off8g. The

TABLE I. Set of material-specific parameters needed for the
computation of parametric scattering processes in the SBN:Cr
sample used inf8g. The effective trap density has been determined
for a similar SBN crystal doped with 0.02 wt % Cr.

Property Value Ref.

Material Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6

Doping 0.046 wt % Cr

Symmetry group 4mm

Refractive indices no=2.358,ne=2.325 f14g
r13=r23=56 pm/V, f15g

Electro-optic tensor r33=333 pm/V, f15g
r42=r51=38 pm/V f15g

Dielectric tensor e11=e22=470,e33=880 f16g
Thickness d=4 mm

Electron-hole
competition factor

s̄=1 f17g

Modulation reduction R<0.7

Effective trap density Neff<231016 cm−3 f18g

TABLE II. Set of material-specific parameters needed for the
computation of parametric scattering processes in the BCT:Rh
sample used inf9g.

Property Value Ref.

Material Ba0.77Ca0.23TiO3

Doping 370 ppm Rh

Symmetry group 4mm

Refractive indices no=2.456,ne=2.402 f19g
r13=r23=36 pm/V, f20g

Electro-optic tensor r33=140 pm/V, f20g
r42=r51=190 pm/V f21g

Dielectric tensor e11=e22=1120,e33=240 f22g
Thickness d=3.7 mm

Electron-hole
competition factor

s̄=−1 f23g

Modulation reduction R<0.5

Effective trap density Neff=331016 cm−3 f23g
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pump waves have extraordinary light polarization. Further-
more, we choseFa

0 =Fb
0 =0 andFg

0=Fd
0=0 as the optimal

phases of the pump wavesa ,b and the initial scattering
waves g ,d. Here we do not include frequency detunings
sV=0d: For crystals with a dominating diffusion charge
transport se.g., SBN and BCTd and in the absence of an
external electric field these frequency detunings give usually
no positive effect on the rate of spatial amplification. Figure
4 shows a photograph of the scattered light distribution on a
screen behind the crystal. The corresponding computed im-
age is displayed in Fig. 5.

The computed image is qualitatively in good agreement
with the experimentally observed picture, including the char-
acteristic contrast of the ring with respect to the scattering
background. In the lower half plane of the Figs. 4 and 5 the
ring is dark on the bright scattering background while in the
upper half plane the contrast is inverse. Figure 6 shows the
intensity on the ring versus the azimuth anglefd. The 2WM
contribution leads to strong positiveslower half planed and
negativesupper half planed light amplification of the back-
ground. As Fig. 6 clarifies, the additional 4WM contribution
on the ring reduces this asymmetric amplification drastically.
This feature was already explained on the basis of exponen-
tial gain factorsf33g, where the overall exponential gain for
the full ring has found to be zero. Nevertheless, as our results

in Fig. 6 demonstrate, we have positive amplification of the
initial scattering waves of the ring. This amplification stems
only from the preexponential factors entering the steady-state
amplitudess5d and s6d of the scattering waves while the ex-
ponential terms do not contribute in this case. The observa-
tion of the bright half ring on the dark backgroundsupper
half plane of Fig. 4d is a proof that the preexponential terms
can have a significant influence on the visibility of certain
scattering patterns. Varying the strength of the initial scatter-
ing will not affect our results qualitatively.

TABLE III. Set of material-specific parameters needed for the
computation of parametric scattering processes in astypicald highly
doped LiNbO3:Fe crystal. The overall iron concentration iscFe

=5631018 cm−3. The ratiocFe2+/cFe3+=0.15 is chosen to be similar
to that of the sample used inf11g.

Property Value Ref.

Material LiNbO3

Doping 0.14 wt % Fe

Symmetry group 3m

Refractive indices no=2.323,ne=2.234 f24g
r13=r23=10.0 pm/V, f25g

r33=32.2 pm/V, f25g
Electro-optic tensor r42=r51=32.0 pm/V, f25g

r22=−r12=−2r61

=6.8 pm/V f25g
b311=b322=21.9 GV−1, f26g

b333=21.9 GV−1, f26g
Photovoltaic tensor b131=s1.3−13id GV−1, f27g

b222=−b211=−2b112

=5.5 GV−1 f26g
Dielectric tensor e11=e22=85.1,e33=28.7 f28g

Specific
photoconductivity

ax=8310−15 m/V2 f29g

Thickness d=1 mm

Electron-hole
competition factor

s̄=1 f30g

Modulation reduction R<1 f31g
Effective trap density Neff<cFe2+

=7.331018 cm−3
f32g

FIG. 4. Photograph of the scattering ring of the parametric pro-
cessA : see-eed on a screen behind the SBN:Cr samplef8g.

FIG. 5. Computed image of the parametric processA : see-eed
on a screen in a typical distance of 10 cm behind the SBN:Cr
sample. The image shows the isotropically scattered light of ex-
traordinary polarization. The bright dots mark the pump beam spots.
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B. ProcessesA ,B : „ee-oe…

In our computation of the output intensities of the pro-
cessesA ,B : see-oed in BCT:Rh we set the pump anglesin
aird to up=17°. Again, the pump beams have extraordinary
light polarization. For the processA : see-oed we choseFa

0

=Fb
0 =0 andFg

0=p /2, Fd
0=0 as the optimal phases of the

pump wavesa ,b and the initial scattering wavesg ,d. For
the processB : see-oed these values areFa

0 =Fb
0 =Fg

0=Fd
0=0.

We do not include frequency detunings for both processes in
BCT because, again, they do not have a positive effect on the
rate of spatial amplification. Figure 7 shows a photograph of
the scattered light distributionsordinary and extraordinary
light polarizationd on a screen behind the crystal. The picture
includes the scattering patterns of the parametric processes

A : see-oed sring No. 5d and B : see-oed sline Nos. 1 and 2d.
Line Nos. 3 and 4 belong to the processB : see-eod which is
symmetric toB : see-oed. The corresponding computed image
of these processes is displayed in Fig. 8.

The result of our calculation is qualitatively in good
agreement with the experimental observation in Fig. 7. Es-
pecially the contrast of the dark linessNos. 2 and 3d is
clearly reproduced in the computed image. Figure 9 shows a

FIG. 6. Calculated intensityId

sin arbitrary unitsd of the scatter-
ing waved along the ring of the
parametric processA : see-eed in
the SBN:Cr sample. The solid line
is the overall intensityId

2WM+4WM

which contains both the 2WM and
4WM contributions. The dashed
line corresponds toId

2WM and in-
cludes only the 2WM contribu-
tion. Furthermore, the dotted line
represents the initial scattering in-
tensity. Here fd starts counter-
clockwise from the right-hand
pump beam spotsfd=0°d.

FIG. 7. Photograph of the scattering patterns which correspond
to the parametric processesA : see-oed sring No. 5d andB : see-oed
sline Nos. 1 and 2d on a screen behind the BCT:Rh samplef9g. Line
Nos. 3 and 4 belong to the processB : see-eod which is symmetric to
B : see-oed.

FIG. 8. Computed image of the parametric processes
A : see-oed sringd and B : see-oe,eod slinesd on a screen 10 cm be-
hind the BCT:Rh sample. The image shows both, the isotropically
and anisotropically scattered light. The bright dots again mark the
pump beam spots.
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detailed plot of the calculated intensity of the dark linesNo.
2d corresponding to the extraordinarily polarized scattering
wave of the parametric processB : see-oed. This line as well
as the surrounding scattering background are amplified due
to the 2WM contribution. This amplification increases for
larger grating vectors until space-charge-field-limiting effects
occur. The amplification of the line, however, is also effected
by the additional 4WM contribution. Here the 4WM part is
based on the coupling between the two scattering waves of
the processB : see-oed via the fundamental grating recorded
by the pump waves. As a result, the ordinarily polarized
scattering wavescorresponding bright line No. 1d is ampli-
fied at the expense of the extraordinarily polarized scattering
wave, which thus becomes visible as a dark line on the bright
scattering background. Again, the dark pattern originates
from counteracting energy transfer processess4WM against
2WMd.

Finally we want to consider a special case of the paramet-
ric processA : see-oed where the two pump beams coincide at
a pump angleup=0°. In this geometry the process is also
known as the inner scattering conesringd from experiments
with only one pump beamf10–12g. Our computation is per-
formed for the material LiNbO3:Fe. Here we take into ac-
count frequency-detuned scattering waves as introduced in
Sec. IV C with a frequency shiftV satisfying the condition
Vtd=1. In LiNbO3 frequency detunings can lead to shifted
gratings recorded via the photovoltaic charge transport and
thus have a considerable influence on the two-beam coupling
gain and the steady-state light amplificationf34g.

The result of our calculation is shown in Fig. 10. The
computed image of the scattered light distribution includes
both the ordinarily and extraordinarily polarized light. In
contrast, Fig. 11 presents only thesweakd anisotropicsordi-
narily polarizedd part of the scattered light intensity scaled up
by a factor of 10 compared to Fig. 10. The image of the
anisotropic scattering ring is qualitatively in good agreement

with experimental observations. This ring, however, is too
weak to be visible on the bright isotropic scattering back-
ground in the complete image of Fig. 10. Instead we observe
a dark ring which corresponds to the extraordinarily polar-
ized scattering wavesisotropic lightd of the process
A : see-oed. As Fig. 12 clarifies, it is the result of true four-
wave mixingfvia the nondiagonal elements of the interaction
matrix s8adg with an energy transfer direction opposite to the
two-wave mixing part. Thus the overall intensitys2WM

FIG. 9. Calculated intensityId

sin arbitrary unitsd of the scatter-
ing waved along the dark line of
the parametric processB : see-oed
in the BCT:Rh sample. The solid
line is the overall intensity
Id
2WM+4WM which contains both

the 2WM and 4WM contributions.
The dashed line corresponds to
Id
2WM and includes only the 2WM

contribution. Furthermore, the
dotted line represents the initial
scattering intensity. Herefd starts
in the plane passing through the
two pump beam spotssfd=0°d
moving along the left-hand dark
line to the bordersfd<60°d of
the image in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. Computed image of the parametric process
A : see-oed sringd on a screen 10 cm behind the LiNbO3:Fe crystal.
The image shows both the isotropically and anisotropically scat-
tered light. The spot of the pump beams is located in the center of
the image.
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+4WMd of the extraordinarily polarized scattering wave is
lower than for the corresponding backgroundsonly 2WMd.
In this parametric process, the 4WM contribution requires
anisotropic recording of gratings between the waves of the
sweakd ordinarily polarized scattering ringsFig. 11d and the
pump wavessd of extraordinary light polarization. This is
achieved via spatially oscillating photovoltaic currents. The
dark ring in Fig. 10 has been observed experimentally for
specific LiNbO3:Fe samples used by Rupp and Dreesf11g
already in 1986, but no explanation of this feature has been

given. For the LiNbO3:Fe crystal used inf35g, however, no
indications for parametric 4WM contributions to the record-
ing mechanism of this processse.g., no dark ringd could be
found. Probably the iron doping and the associated photovol-
taic charge transport of this sample are too weak.

We have performed the computation of the output inten-
sities of the processA : see-oed also for initial material pa-
rameters of a typical copper-doped LiNbO3 crystal. One ma-
jor difference with respect to the energy transfer in iron-
doped crystals is the change in the sign ofba f27g.
Nevertheless, the computed scattered light distribution we
obtained is similar to that for the iron-doped crystalsFig.
10d. Therefore, we expect the dark ring to appear also for
LiNbO3:Cu crystals with sufficiently high doping.

We want to point out that the dark scattering patterns
shown in the present work can be explained within our re-
striction of exact phase matching. In practice, however, scat-
tering patterns with strong light amplification are sometimes
accompanied by dark scattering patternsse.g., dark ringsd
which correspond to small angular deviations from the direc-
tions of exact phase matching. For these angular deviations
the scattered waves can still have considerably strong inten-
sities while the phase of the waves can undergo strong varia-
tions. This kind of dark scattering patterns cannot be treated
within our theoretical approach which is restricted only to
the case of exact phase matching.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Based on the model for parametric four-wave mixing pro-
cesses in photorefractive mediaf5g, we have performed com-
putations of scattered light distributions corresponding to the
parametric processesA : see-eed in SBN:Cr,A ,B : see-oed in
BCT:Rh andA : see-oed in LiNbO3:Fe. Our computed im-
ages are qualitatively in good agreement with photographs of

FIG. 11. Computed image of the parametric processA : see-oed
sringd on a screen 10 cm behind the LiNbO3:Fe crystal. The image
shows only the anisotropically scattered light.

FIG. 12. Calculated intensity
Id sin arbitrary unitsd of the scat-
tering wave d along the dark
ring of the parametric process
A : see-oed in the LiNbO3:Fe
sample. The solid line is the over-
all intensityId

2WM+4WM which con-
tains both the 2WM and 4WM
contributions. The dashed line
corresponds toId

2WM and includes
only the 2WM contribution. Here
fd starts counterclockwise from
the right-hand intersection point
sfd=0°d of the ring with horizon-
tal plane passing through the
pump beam spot in Fig. 12.
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the experimentally observed light patterns. Especially the
contrast of the dark scattering patterns can be rebuild theo-
retically. Our calculations reveal that these dark patterns re-
sult from counteracting energy transfer mechanismsstwo-
wave mixing versus true four-wave mixingd. The computer
application which has been developed in the framework of
the present work provides the opportunity to study the influ-
ence of numerous material properties and experimental con-
ditions. In general, the computation also allows for a quan-
titative analysis of scattered light intensities. This is,

however, difficult to realize since exact values for all
material-specific parameters have to be found. In addition,
we have to learn more about the seed scatteringsinitial
phases, amplitudes, and detuned frequenciesd whose nature is
up to now mostly unknown.
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